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CONTINUATION OF CONSIDERATION OF THE ARTICLES OF THE DECLARATION OF HUMAN 
RIGBTS 

Articles 17 and 16 (Continuation) 

The CHAIRMAN requested the representative of China to present the 

conclusions of the Drafting Sub-Committee on articles 17 and 16. 

Mr. CHANG (China) said that the Drafting Sub-Committee had not 

intended to change the substance of the articles and had limited Itself to 

proposing slight drafting modifications: replacing "freedom of opinion", in 

the second line, by "freedom of thought", and in the English text, replacing 

"any means" by "any media". 

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that the USSR representative also had 

transmitted an amendment on those articles to the Secretariat (document 

E/CN.V117). 

Mr. PAVLOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) proposed to amend 

the Drafting Commltteo's text by adding the phrase "within the limits which 

/ensure the 
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ensure the security of the State". The resent text E&de n;; mention of the 

security of the State; it was too wide in Bcope and could lead to abuses, 

for it could protect any aspect of espionage. No State could allow a foreigner 

to collect any kind of information within its boundaries without any control. 

Articles 17 and IP, as now drafted, represented a violation of national 

sovereignty. Moreover, not only was the amendment indispensable in principle, 

but it corresponded to the practice followed by all States. In addition 

it represented nothing new, for it was taken word for word from the text 

worked out and unanimously adopted by the Sub-Committee on Freedom of Informa

tion, which had met on 19 January 19^8. True, the text then applied to 

correspondents and the press, but it could very well be made to apply to all 

individuals. 

The CHAIRMAN wished to make clear that the report of the Sub

committee on £ro3dom of Information had been submitted to the Conference on 

Freedom of Information and of the Press, which had itself drafted the article 

as it appeared In the Draft Declaration. In her opinion, the limitations 

mentioned in article 2 of the Declaration wouli suffice to calm the anxiety 

of the representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, particularly 

if it were decided to strengthen the provisions of that article. 

The UFSR angnàment was_rejected by 12 votes to k, with 1 abstention. 

The Drafting Committee's text, as amended by the Drafting Sub-Committee, 

was adopted by 13 votes to k. 

Mr. CASSIN (France) remarked that certain modifications of form 

might be required in the French equivalent of the text which had Just been 

adopted in its English version. 

The CHAIRMAN observed that the Commission still had to take a 

stand on the amendment submitted by the Egyptian representative at the 

sixtieth meeting and «felch would be inserted as a new article after article 19. 

/Mr. LOUTFI 
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Mr. LOUTFI (Egypt) declared that he would withdraw his amendment 

provided the Commission voted to reconsider article 2 of the Declaration and 

to strengthen its provisions. 

Mr. CHANG- (China) recalled that his delegation had suggested 

placing article 2 at the end of the Declaration. In addition, since it was 

apparent that the,majority of members favoured a reconsideration of that 

article,, he did not think it appropriate to vote for its reconsideration befr 

it was known, in what way it would be modified. He therefore proposed that 

the Commission should merely mention those two suggestions in its minutes. 

Mr. WILSON (United Kingdom) said that it would be difficult to vol 

on -She revision of the article without knowing how it would be changed. He 

suggested that .the representatives of France and Egypt should submit a text 

on "the basis of which the Commission could express its opinion -

The CHAIRMAN remarked that there was no question of voting on a 

text but merely of deciding whether the Commission was eventually prepared to 

reconsider article 2, and, for that purpose, to appoint a drafting sub

committee composed of the representatives of France, 3gypt and the United 

Kingdom. 

The Commission would be pledged to nothing except the setting up of 

a drafting sub-committee to consider the question. 

Mr. VTLFAN (Yugoslavia) declared that, were a drafting sub

committee to be appointed, it would be advisable to include among its members 

the representative of the USSR, as the suggestion of the French represec'te't.iV'-

concerning the strengthening of the provisions of article 2 had been made 

in connection with Mr, Pavlov's observations. 

The CHAIRMAN accepted that suggestion and put to the vote the 

question as to whether the Commission would reconsider article 2. 
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The proposal vas adopted by 15 votes, vlth 2 abstentions, the 

Drafting Sub-Counhlttee vas set up. 

The CHAIRMAN noted th^t the Commission would also have to under

take the drafting of a preamble. She suggested that the members of the 

Commission should present their written proposals on that, subject within 

twenty-four hours, and proposed to name a drafting sub-committee, composed of 

four of the Officers of the Commission. 

Articles 23 and 2U 

Miss BOBB (Liaison Committee of International Women's Organizations) 

speaking on behalf of 1*4 feminine organizations, requested that paragraph 2 

of article 2*4 of the Drafting Corni'Oiwe'e text should be deleted. Hot only 

were its provisions covered by the firet paragraph of the same article, but 

the very existence of a paragraph containing as it did, a quel location of the 

word "Everyone", could lead to the belief that when that vord appeared 

unqualified elsewhere, it did not comprise both men and «rc3»en. 

The CHAIEMAN declared that tho United States supported the text 

presented by India and the United Eic3<ic0 (iocn^sut S/CŒ.^/Qp), vlth the 

addition of the words: "as well as to form trade unions c.nd to Join the 

trade union of his choice." 

The United States delegation favoured the inclusion of economic and 

social rights in the Declaration, for no pergonal liberty cou!'" e.Mist without 

economic security ana independence. Mer in I,S;J<! vore not. free rif.-i. The 

United States delegation considered thr.t tLe rso."'.a.r»-.tion o^iO". enunciate rights, 

not try to define the methods by which coverrin^nbs vero tc orr>nre the realiea-

tibn of those rights. Those methods would necessarily vary f.roa one country 

to another and such variations should be considered not only inevitable but 

salutary. 

/As regards 
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As regards article 23, which oncerned the right to work, in the opinion 

of her delegation that right was meaningless unless it was coupled with the 

mention of "Just and favourable working conditions", which would guarantee 

the worker and hie family a decent standard of living. The right to work 

had to he accompanied by the freedom of choice with respect to work. That 

was the reason why the United States delegation wished to Join the first 

paragraph of article 23, dealing with the right to work, to article 2*4, dealing 

with conditions of work. It ohould also he borne in mind that the right to 

work, without qualifications might mean very different things, some of which 

might he incompatible with other articles of the Declaration. In the opinion 

of the United States delegation, the right to work, in this Declaration, meant 

the right of the individual to benefit from conditions under which those who 

were able and willing to work would have the possibility of doing useful work, 

including independent work, as well as the right to full employment and to 

further the development of production and of purchasing power. 

The realization of those objectives meant more to individuals in the 

United States than any state guarantee of full employment. That was why 

the United States considered the text submitted by India and the United 

Kingdom to be the beet if amended by the addition of the right to set up 

and Join trade unions. It was, moreover, in conformity with the text 

adopted in the Declaration of Bogota. 

Mr. CHANG (China) thought that the Chinese text would have to be 

considered subsequently, for It embodied a different conception of how the 

Declaration should be set out. 

Mr. WIISON (United Kingdom), in the interests of greater clarity, 

proposed the following amendment to the United Kingdom text: "Everyone has 

the right to work and to Just and favourable working conditions." Thus, 

the two Ideas of the right to work and working conditions would be clearly 

separated. 

/Mrs. LEDON 
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Mrs. LEDON (Commission on the Statue of Women) declared that 

during the laot meetings of the Commission on the Status of Women, a resolution 

had been drafted for submission to the Economic and Social Council and 

addressed to Member States of the United Nations, requesting them to take a 

formal stand on the principle of equal pay for equal work and equal working 

conditions for men and women workers. She drew the attention of the members 

of the Commission on Human Eights to this fact so that the latter should, as 

far as possible, retain the words ,requal pay for equal work", contained in 

the second paragraph of article 2k . Even if that assertion were repetitious, 

given the word "Everyone" in the first paragraph, the idea was of such 

fundamental importance that it should be stated explicitly. 

Miss SEULES (American Federation of Labor) understood the 

Commission's desire to shorten the articles whenever possible but she urged 

the Commission not to omit eneuring the right of every person to an opportunity 

of doing useful voi'k. Everyone had the right to ask the community to take 

steps to avoid unemployment. Article 2k which mentioned the right to a 

decent standard of living aimed at the alleviation of the consequences of 

unemployment and not at the prevention of unemployment itself. Therefore, 

the idea stated in paragraph 3 of article 2k should riot be left eelS©. It 

could be expressed as a right of the individual instead of the duty of a 

Government, by saying, for instance, "everyone has the right to ask the State 

to....", but it must not be omitted. 

Mr. CASSIN (France) stressed that it was the"same desire for 

brevity which had caused France to combine in one article the two articles 

adopted at the second session of the Commission relating respectively to work 

and anemployment and to resnuaeration. 

Six essential ideas had been brought out by the discussion: 1) the 

right to work, 2) the right to just and favourable working conditions, 

3) the right to a decent standard of living for the worker and his family, 
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h) equal working conditions for men and women workers, 5) the right to Join 

a trade union and 6) the right to fight unemployment. 

Mr. Gassin expressed the conviction that the maximum number of ideas 

could be expressed in a minimum of words, but if the Commission retained only 

one or two ideas, it might be accused of failing to carry out a part of 

its work. Recently acquired rights, such as the right to work, snould be 

stated more explicitly than rights recognized for centuries, such as the 

right to life. As to the prevention of unemployment, the French text 

mentioned States, in the plural, for unemployment was not a purely national 

question. International organisations such as the Commission for Full 

Employment existed to deal with the unemployment question, and while it would be 

useless to list them in the Declaration, it was quite impossible to pretend 

not to see the problem. Every individual had the right to expect the various 

organs of society to fight against unemployment, each at its own level. 

Thus, there were six different ideas to be dealt with, each of which 

could, perhaps, be voted upon separately. 

Mr. KLEKOVKIN (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) stated that his 

delegation was particularly interested in the articles which concerned the 

right to work, the right to rest,, etc. Only a very few documents in existence 

at the present time mentioned those rights. The question of work and 

employment was on a totally different plane nowadays than during the nineteenth 

century. Unemployment had become an every-day phenomenon, affecting as many 

aa twenty million people in the world at any given moment. To gloss over 

that problem would mean disregarding one of the main anxieties of the man in 

the street. In that connection, attention should be paid to the statements 

of trade union representatives. Mr. Klekovkin could not understand that some 

members opposed the mention of the State as responsible for the prevention of 

unemployment. <xfter all, it was the State which had to take the necessary 

measures on behalf of the community or of society. In the Ukraine, the new 

generation wae unacquainted with the fear of unemployment. The Ukrainian 
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conetitiiion affirmed the riglit to work and the organization of the soviet 

economy guaranteed it. Capitalist States could not offer the same guarantees 

because the control of their national economic system was not in their hands, 

but even they could take certain effective measures against unemployment. 

Freedom of thought was undoubtedly a fundamental freedom; but it could 

exist only if based on economic freedom. He shared the Chairman's point of 

view, that men in need were not free men. In that respect, the Union of 

Soviet Socialist Republics could offer an example to all. Before 1917, the 

majority of the population was subjugated by the fear of poverty and, as a 

consequence, was illiterate; no intellectual freedom existed. Within the 

last thirty years, when it became clear that all freedoms depended on economic 

freedom, intellectual liberty had developed. Now that they were able to 

satisfy their hunger, millions cf people enjoyed intellectual freedom. That 

spiritual resurrection evolved from the economic prosperity which had 

facilitated the spreading of culture among workers. 

Work was not a painful obligation, but a mutual emulation whereby each 

wanted to out-do his neighbour. The reconstruction of Ukrainian industry 

was proof of the constructive and progressive character of that concept of 

work. 

Thus, articles 23 and 2̂4 were of great importance and should bring to 

the peoples which awaited them an answer to their preoccupations and a materiâ .-1 

zation of their hopes. The Ukrainian representative could not accept the 

Chinese draft, which failed to take into consideration the actual evolution 

of events: hs considered that the draft proposed by the representative of 

France or that worked out at the second session of the Commission most 

effectively guaranteed the right to work. 

Mr. HOOD (Australia) said that he was in full agreement with most 

of the ideas expressed by the representative of France. If the article were t' 

keep its proper importance, it should include not only five or six ideas but 

others as well, such as well-being and public health, the right to education 

/and to culture. 
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and to culture. Those ideas could, hoover, be grouped in three or four 

eectione, which would have to be arranged harmoniously in a final concise 

text. HI a delegation was ready to take its share in thai; work, but it was 

necessary beforehand that each member should express hie opinion on the natter. 

A sub-committee could then combine all the suggestions in three or four groups. 

Mrs. MEETA (India) thought that the text drawn up at the Commiseiori 

second seselcn (docusient E/cS.^/95) was too detailed. The Commission's task 

was to define the rights of individuals and not the duties of the community 

or of the State. The rights of individuals and the atfjiee of the State 

were linked, and it was not nseeeaary to include the latter in each article 

for they were implied in the statement of the former. 

She agreed to the modification proposed by the United Kingdom representa

tive to their Joint text; thus amended, the text would take account of the 

concern of the. representative of the American Federation of Labor, for i t each 

individual had the right to work, it was logical that someone had the 

obligation to guarantee that he had work. The statement concerning Just 

and favourable working conditions covered the provision of article 2k, relating 

to remuneration: unless the latter were satisfactory, the working conditions 

would not be Just or favourable. The second article suggested by her 

delegation and that of the United Kingdom replacing articles 2k and 26 similar

ly covered all the details of those articles while preserving their substance 

Intact. 

As to the remarks made by the representative of the Commission on the 

Status of Women, Mrs. Mehta did not think it necessary to use the wordB 

"and wonen", since the word "everyone" was all-inclusive. She suggested 

the addition of the words "mothers and children have the right to special 

protection" after the Joint United Kingdom-ïndla article, replacing articles 

2k and 26. 

/Mr. WILSON 
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Mr. WUSOÏÏ (United Kingdom) said that the In&ia^ and United Kingdom 

delegations had attempted to. do exactly irhat weo being urged by the Australian 

reprosentetive, i.e., they had sutrmorized in five articles the principle 

righto set forth in articles 23 to 30. 

The five rights wore the following* 1) the right to work, 2) the right 

to satiofacto*f conditions of work, 3) the right to an adequate standard of 

living, h) the right to limitations on working hours and to rest, 5) the 

right to participate in the cultural life of the community. 

Those fire points constituted the essential principles which the Com

mission wished to soe included in the Declaration, with the exception of the 

cencept of the Staters responsibility for measures to combat unemployment, 

which had been emitted for reasons he would explain later. 

In referring again to each of the six pol&ts which Mr. Casein wished to 

see included in the Declaration, Mr. Wilson observed that the first three 

points relating respectively to the right to work, the right to satisfactory 

conditions of work and the right to an adequate standard of living were also 

included in the text proposed by India and the United Kingdom. The fourth 

point, concerning the equality of women in respect of work, had beejj omitted 

for the reasons given by the Indies representative. The fifth point, con

cerning the right to 5oin & trade union, had been regarded as already covered 

in article 19 •which guaranteed the right of association. The sixth point, 

viz. the State's responsibility in respect of work, had been omitted, it 

being presumed that the "right to work" implied an obligation to provide 

work. Thus, all the points which it bad been considered desirable 4o inclnde 

in the Declaration were already either explicitly or implicitly ineluded. 

He was not unaware of the fact that, in the last resort, the reeponsi-

billty in respect of unemployment would lie with the State, In viev, however, 

of the existence of different economic système, it did not seem appropriate 

to include that concept in the Declaration in too rigid a form, 

/ Mr, Vilson 
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Mr. Wilson went on to point out th't the Declaration nc=t forth >• series 

of • personal rights, such as the right to life, to freedom of thought and of 

expresBilon, to mrrriage and so on. Although the protection of those rights 

was the responeihility of the State, in the first instance, it had not "been 

thought necessary to state that fact expressly. "Why then affirm it in the 

cflse of unemployment, when only one part of the responsibility rested with 

the State? 

The United Kingdom representative said that it was for those who benefited 

from the existence of rights to make good those rights, to fight for their 

application and to demand of their governments the rights which the latter 

recognized as "belonging to them. In imposing an express obligation upon the 

State, the Commission would only be taking a theoretical step which would 

not change the practical result. 

In conclusion, Mr. Wilson said that the Declaration was destined to be 

given a l^rge amount of publicity and had to be drafted clearly and precisely 

so as to be understandable to the whole world. The Indian and United Kingdom 

delegations had attempted to do that. 

Mr. FOÏÏTAIKA. (Uruguay) psked if the Commission was discussing the 

right to work stricto sensu, that is, from the point of view of the manual 

worker, for example, or,the factory worker, or the right to work in the 

larger sense, from the point of view of all workers, including factory 

directors, engineers etc. and intellectuals in general. It was obvious that 

the Commission would want the rights, of all workers, without distinction, to 

be protected and if so, the original text put forward by the United Kingdom 

and India was preferable to that which restricted the scope of the article 

to too great an extent. 

As regards the State's responsibility in respect of unemployment, he 

agreed ith the United Kingdom representative, in recognizing that one could 

/not 
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not delogute to the State all tho functions and responsibilities of the com

munity» To do that, would "be to reliera employers and the organizations con

cerned of all responsibility. 

The right to Join a trade union waa implicitly provided for In articlo 

19 which guaranteed freedom of 'lesociation. If» nevertheless, it vac con

sidered doslrable So speoifioally mention that right, it had to be made 

clear that it included not only the right to Joitt tut also the right to leave 

a trade ucloc. It was a quantise of protecting the worker himself from the 

hold vhlcfc some trade unions could have over him in regard to political and 

economic affiliations vith which he was not in sympathy, 

Mr. STEPMŒHKD (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) felt thai 

th* text put fcrward by the Indice and United Kingdom delegatiss» was com

pletely inadequate. ffrVjy one concept, that of tb» right to work, had been 

maintainedj the rest of the original text had been diazegarded. 

The question cf the State*s responsibility was one, among others, of 

fuEdaoor»tal importance, beceuoe it was not sufficient to state a right, it 

had to be guarp&teed» He was surprised that whereas six months ago the 

CoimiselcB had uoanimouoly agreed ou the impertaûce cf that view, it had nerr 

completely reversed it* position. Finally, he supported the Uruguayen rep-

roee:itatJve ii: bio statement that a large part of the respcmeibillty rested 

with the employers. 

Mr. LESEAU (Belgium) approved the Jtdia-Unlfeed Klaxon amendment 

1$ all respoete, save ene. It was an exo#lioxit draft and preferable to that 

of the Tree/eh delegation because cf its conciseness. 

The principle of «quality between the sexes had boe© stated many time* 

ia the TSeclexatioci acd therefore, it was inaeoeeeary to ueetioa it again.. 

^ e 
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He did r&t share the vie*©1 of preoedicg epeakerB on the question of the 

right to Join a trade union. It was true that article 19 guaranteed freedom 

of association, hut the concept of the right to Join a trade union was suf

ficiently now to deserve Special mention. 

AB regarde thé question of the Stated responsibility In respect of 

unemployment, he felt that article 2k as amended vas eufflclent to meet the 

requirements of the case. It vae obvious that the intervention of the State 

would always he needed, in the final Instance, but, given the fact that the 

degree and the time of that Intervention would vary depending on the country, 

it would he better to make no definite reference to it. 

In conclusion, he accepted the entire text proposed by India and the 

United Kingdom, subject to mention being made of freedc» ef association» 

Mrs. LKD3S (Commiesic» on Oh» 8t»<MB of Vane) thanked the Indian 

representative for her proposal that paragraph 2 of article 26, concerning 

the special protection of the rights of mothers axd children, should be 

inserted at the end of article 23. 

Mr. PAVLOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) EPid that tho Com

mission v'vs engaged in defining rights without providing any means to guaran

tee their application. 

The India-United Kingdom amendment reduced the rightB of workers to 

nothing; it contained nothing concrete which could give satisfaction to the 

millions of workers who were hoping for the betterment of their lot. 

He seconded the ideas put-forward by Mr. Cassin end hoped thet he would 

not withdrew them. 

In referring to the responsibility of the State, ho praised the courige 

which Mr. Fontainn hpd shown in stating that capital should share thpt re

sponsibility. Who, finally, however, if not the St^te, would guarantee those 

rights and see that effect was given to them? It was essential to specify 

clearly who would assume the responsibility for giving effect to the rights 

set forth in the Declaration. 
/He 
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He pointed out that both the Geneva text and that proposed by the French 

delegation guaranteed workers a minimum wage. That was a particularly im

portant point when it WEB remetcbered, for example, how absurdly low wage 

r*toB were in colonial territorieB. Of course In fixing wages, the worker's 

capacity had to be t»ken into consideration. 

The question of social security w e also of greet importance in view 

of the risks and dangers undergone by workers, especially by thoee employed 

in mines. 

The right to Join a trade union also required specific mention. He did 

not understand how, in * well organized trade union system which lived up to 

its ideals, a «orker needed to be protected "gainât his ova union, the pré

cise function of which was to protect hie interests. 

Finally, there WPS the question of equal pay for equal work for both 

sexee. It could not be left to the discretion of the employer who vas only 

too ready to hire cheap labour when he could. It waa necessary, therefore, 

to guarantee that right explicitly. 

Mr. LOPEZ (Philippines) said that hie delegation attached particular 

importance to the social and economic rights mentioned in the articles under 

discussion. The Philippine delegation had taken an active part in the draft

ing of article 23 during the Geneva seeeioa. It eoold, of course, be re

drafted if the Cowmisaion considered it necessary, but without either shorten

ing or lengthening it to excess. The fact that the existence of the rights in 

question had only recently been recognized could be used aa an argument in 

favour of conciseness, eu pointed out by the United Kingdom représentative. 

On the other hand, it could also be -rgued tant that ffiet necessitated their 

being even mere fully defined than rights which had bees recognized for a 

long time. The right to protection against unemployment had to be mentioned 

explicitly. 

^îxctfsaive 
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Exceonive reference, In the Declarption, to the duties of the State, 

should he avoided. Article 2 de^lt with the duties of the individual in 

relation to the community and it would be expropriate, therefore, somewhere 

in the Declaration, to mention specifically the duties of society or the 

community to its members BO as to establish e fair balance between the state

ment of rights and duties. 

Article 23 dealt with an obligation which rested not only with the State 

but with the community as a vhole. He proposed, therefore, that the following 

second paragraph should be inserted in article 23: 

"The enjoyment of those rights should be ensured by such measures 

as would create the possibility for useful work and prevent unemployment." 

The new paragraph represented a compromise between the India-United 

Kingdom text and that put forward by the French delegation. 

Mr. HOC© (Australia) Proposed that the following text should replace 

articles 23, 2h, ^md 25: 

"Everyone has the right to useful ?nd remunerative work; 

"Everyone has the right to Just and fair working conditions and 

to reasonable limitations on working hours; 

"Everyone is free to Join trade unions for the protection of his 

interests." 

Mr. Van ISTEHDAEL (international Federation of Christian Trade 

Unions) s*id that in spite of the Commission's anxiety to be brief and the 

general character of the principles set forth in the Declaration, it had to be 

remembered tint this vas a question of protecting rights that had only recently 

been recognized, it would be useful, therefore, to state them explicitly. 

Those rights were the following: l) the right to work; 2) freedom to 

Join tr->de union; 3) the right to protection sgainst unemployment; k) the 

right to aoci'l security; 5) equality between workers; 6) the right to & 

/standard 
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standard'.,of living.that would permit a person to live with decency and 

dignity; 7) the right to limitations on working hours and to rest; 8) the 

right to participate in the cultural life of the coomunltj. 

The mi liions, of workers who had placed their hopes in the Declaration 

would not understand how It could be either incomplete or ambiguous. 

Mr. MALIK (Lebanon), Kepporteur, remarked that until now the Com

mission had discussed and examined the rights of the individual as such; the 

right to life, freedom of thought, freedom to come and go, to marriage, and 

so on. Now it was engaged in discussing th© rights of the individual as a 

member of society. It was desirable, therefore, to insert somewhere in the 

Declaration a statement calling attention to the need for establishing the 

kind of economic and social conditions that would guarantee those rights. 

What was necees;ry was to define the standard of an ideal society in which 

the individual could develop and in which his rights could be guaranteed. 

Such a statement could be inserted in the preamble or could stand as a 

separate article. 

He preferred to make no specific reference to the State's obligation in 

respect of measures to combat unemployment ,.n:d erprassed approval of the India-

United Kingdom text as amended by the Uhit-ic ?;;rtta representative. 

He proposed thet a drafting committee should be appointed to examine 

fully the various proposals which had boen made. 

Mr. LEBEAU (Belgium) seconded the proposal. 

The CHAJBMAN put to the vote the proposal to refer tho question to 

a drafting committee. 

The proposal was adopted by 7 votes to 1, with 8 abstentions. 

/The CBAERMAN 
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The CHAIRMAN appointed a sub-committee, composed of the repre

sentatives of Australia, France, India, the Philippines, the United Kingdom, 

the United States, and the USSR and instructed it to draft a compromise text, 

taking into consideration all the ideas which had "been expressed. 

The meeting rose at 5.30 T>«M» 




